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ABSTRACT
An improved shifting system for use with the MIT Formula SAE race car was designed in order
to provide drivers with a faster and easier means of shifting. The result of this design was a
pneumatic shifting system weighing just 3.6 pounds and capable of shifting the car's
transmission in 200ms (downshifts are slightly slower because they require the use of the clutch).
Shifts are initiated through buttons on the steering wheel and controlled through the car's engine
control processor. An ergonomic clutch was also designed in order to help shift more easily and
provide more control of the vehicle. This document describes, from beginning to end, the design
process involved in creating these systems and provides justification for each decision that was
made along the way.
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1. Introduction
This document is a documentation of the design process that was used to create the
shifting system implemented on the 2008 MIT Formula SAE race car, as well as the design of an
ergonomic clutch to be used in conjunction with the shifting system. The design process was
started in July of 2007 and continued until January of 2008, when construction began. As with
many complex design projects, various decisions depended on other variables which may or
may not have be decided upon. An attempt has been made to explain the reasoning and
provide justification for each major decision so that future team members will have a full
understanding of its function and more easily improve upon the design.
2. MIT Motorsports and the Formula SAE Competition
Since 2004, the MIT Motorsports team has designed, built and raced a car in the
Formula SAE competition held outside of Detroit, MI each May. The competition is hosted by
the Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) and was created as a fun opportunity to apply the
engineering skills that they are learning in the classroom to a real world project.
"The Formula SAE ' Series competitions challenge teams of university undergraduate
and graduate students to conceive, design, fabricate and compete with small, formula
style, autocross racing cars. To give teams the maximum design flexibility and the
freedom to express their creativity and imaginations there are very few restrictions on
the overall vehicle design. Teams typically spend eight to twelve months designing,
building, testing and preparing their vehicles before a competition. The competitions
themselves give teams the chance to demonstrate and prove both their creativity and
their engineering skills in comparison to teams from other universities around the
world." (2008 Formula SAE Rules', 1.1)
Each year over 120 teams participate in the competition held in Michigan, and many more in
the other competitions across the world.
The competitions are divided into two types of events. The first consists of the static
events which focus on the design and manufacturability of the vehicle. These events include a
marketing presentation of the vehicle, a presentation of the car's engineering design, and a
presentation of the manufacturing costs associated with building the vehicle. The second
section of the completion consists of dynamic event which test the performance of the vehicle
in a variety of situations. These events include a 75m acceleration event, a skid-pad event to
test the car's handling ability, an autocross event to test each car's speed around the tight
track, and an endurance race to not only test a car's speed, but also its reliability (a fuel
economy competition takes place as part of the endurance event). The endurance event is
traditionally where many teams can lose a lot of points. It is worth more than any of the other
events, but there are so many things that can go minutely wrong during the 22km race. The
MIT Team has failed to complete the endurance event during the past two competitions, so
reliability was a top priority for 2008. Figure 1 shows a breakdown of how each event
contributes to a team's overall score.
Static Events
Marketing 75
Engineering Design 150
Cost Analysis 100
325
Dynamic Events
Acceleration 75
Skid-Pad 50
Autocross 150
Fuel Economy 50
Endurance 350
675
Total 1000
Figure 1: Point Breakdown of a Formula SAE Competition
3. Design Methodology
Virtually every component that goes into the car must go through a rigorous design
process to ensure that it is the best possible part for the desired function. Parts and designs
are judged on a number of factors including weight, reliability, overall functionality and
performance, and finally cost and manufacturability. Each of these factors must be balanced on
any design and engineering compromises often need to be made. A design that is impossible or
too expensive to manufacture, clearly will not make its way onto the car, and likewise for the
other factors.
4. MIT Motorsports' Shifting System History and Background
Since the first car was built in 2003, it has been powered by a Honda CBR 600 f4i
motorcycle engine, with an integral transmission and clutch. The clutch is traditionally
operated by a lever on the handlebars, and the transmission is operated through another foot
operated lever. Getting the controls to the driver of a small race car and making them easy
and comfortable to operate is not quite as simple as it sounds. The main constrain in this case
is space. Since the beginning of the MIT team's history, shifting smoothly and quickly has been
an elusive difficulty.
The first three vehicles produced by the MIT Motorsports team used a foot operated
clutch and a hand operated linkage for shifting. This setup is very similar to what one would
experience while driving a traditional manual shift car, making it was very intuitive to drive. It
was also very reliable, and never encountered any major failures. The only significant problem
with the setup was that the clutch took up too much room in the already cramped pedal box.
Because the suspension performs best when the suspension mounting points closer to the
center of the car, the front bulkhead and pedal box must be kept as narrow as possible. On the
2005 car, the front bulkhead had an inside width of 9.5 inches at the bottom, and 11 inches at
the top. With two racing shoes (average width of 4 inches) in driving position, things started to
get a little cramped to say the least. Figure 2 illustrates one of the major issues resulting from
placing three pedals in the pedal box. Since the right foot is used for both brake and throttle
control, it is continually being repositioned. If it is not positioned just right, the throttle could
be accidentally actuated while the driver is attempting to apply the brakes.
Figure 2: Accidental Actuation of Throttle on the 2005 Vehicle
In the following year, it was suggested that the team investigate other methods of
clutching and shifting in order to alleviate the pedal box congestion. After an initial
investigation, three methods were chosen for further investigation. The first two were
electronically initiated shifting systems with manual hand clutches. The first system would use
an electronic solenoid to actuate the gearbox, and the second would use a pneumatic cylinder.
Although both of these ideas were feasible, both had their downsides. It was decided at this
time to go with a system that appeared to be more reliable and lightweight- another manual
system, which employed an integrated hand clutch and shifter.
"This year [2006], in order to eliminate the need for a third pedal in the pedal box, we
have chosen to integrate the clutch into the shifter mechanism. The main objective of
this system is to allow the driver to actuate the clutch and shifter simultaneously, with
the least amount of effort possible. This is done through a "butterfly" shifter which can
clutch and downshift in one fluid motion (upshifts in race situations will be performed
without the use of the clutch). The unit is constructed out of thin walled steel tubing in
order to reduce weight and allow for fast and cheap fabrication. It is interfaced with the
clutch through a standard pull cable, and is interfaced with the transmission through a
solid linkage running along the bottom of the car. The shift linkage consists of two
pieces of pultruded carbon tube, which are linked by a hardened aluminum shaft, and
constrained by a slider bearing. By choosing to run a solid linkage rather than a
push/pull cable, we have saved a quarter pound while significantly reducing cost and
providing a more reliable system."
-(Taken from the author's 2006 design documentation)
Shifter pivot
Figure 4: Annotate CAD Model of
2007 Shifter and Clutch
Figure 3: 2007 "Butterfly" Shifter and Clutch
Figure 6: CAD Overview of the 2007 Shifting System
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Drivers much appreciated the extra foot space, and were now able to employ left foot braking,
saving a small amount of time between the transition from the brake and throttle. More
importantly though, there was less chance for driver error with the new system.
The only major problem that existed with the "butterfly" shifter design was that it was
very difficult (especially downshifting) to operate during turning maneuvers. Under hard
turning, most of the driver's physical capacity is focused on keeping the car on the desired path,
so taking a hand off the steering wheel for an extended period of time is not possible. Even
with this limitation, the team chose to keep this design relatively unchanged for the next year's
car. This decision was based partly on the fact that the driving limitations were manageable,
and since that the car had failed to complete the endurance portion of the competition the
previous year, the team was careful to keep designs as robust and simple as possible. Again,
the system performed well, except for the previously mentioned shortcomings.
5. Design Intent for 2008
During the design phase of the 2008 vehicle, the team decided that it was time to
reinvestigate the shifting and clutching situation. Overall, few other components were being
completely redesigned, so there was finally time available to be able to design and test a more
complex system if it could provide a significant improvement. In order to be accepted, a new
design would have to provide improved drivability (preferably the drivers hands would remain
on the steering wheel during operation), and not impose a significant addition in weight or
chance of failure.
6. Shifter and Clutch Design Requirements
The MIT FSAE racecar uses a Honda CBR 600f4i motorcycle engine with an integrated
transmission. The gear selector is located on the lower left side of the engine and is
traditionally operated by moving a foot operated lever up or down. The foot interface is
unnecessary for this application, but the lever which is connected directly to the transmission
has traditionally provided a good interface to whatever shifting mechanism has been used. This
lever has a 60mm arm, and requires approximately 120 Newtons (depending on whether the
engine is running or not), with 15mm of travel in either direction.
On the stock motorcycle, the clutch is controlled by a handlebar mounted lever, and
connected to the engine with a sheathed pull cable. It is connected to a lever on the engine
which engages the clutch. The stock lever has a 35mm arm, and requires 180 Newtons of force
to operate, with a travel of 15mm.
The system must be reliable and provide shifts for at least an entire endurance race.
This requirement is obvious, but necessary because in the case of a pneumatic system. Unless a
compressor is installed onboard, the power source is an exhaustible chamber of compressed
gas which must be sized to last the entire race. Depending on the driving style of the driver,
somewhere between 15 and 25 shifts could be necessary per lap of the endurance race. Since
the race lasts for 22 laps, the system should comfortably be able to provide 550 shifts per tank
of gas. Adding in a safety factor of 1.75 to allow for improper filling and potential leakage of
the system, the system should be able to normally shift at least 960 times per tank of gas.
If an all electric solenoid system were chosen, it would have to operate at sufficiently
low power so as to not pull too much current from the car's electrical system. At 5,000 RPM,
the stock alternator produces 342 Watts of power, so as a benchmark this should be the upper
limit of allowable power to a solenoid system.
The other functional requirements are much harder to define because there are so
many tradeoffs that can be made during the design process. A system that is slightly heavier
but provides easier and faster shifts could be more favorable than a lightweight system that is
difficult to operate. After a discussion with team members, a rough set of requirements was
reached. The informal consensus was that a 5 pound semi-automatic system would be
reasonable if it could provide shift times of 0.5 seconds or less (the current manual system
weighs just over 2.5 pounds and takes approximately 1.5 seconds to shift).
7. Initial Investigation
Electric and pneumatic shifting systems have been used by other FSAE teams in the
past, so it is clear that both are possible, but overall benefits are somewhat hazy. Few teams
are willing to give out exact details of their systems, but from what could be gathered by talking
to individuals at the 2007 competition and what could be found on the FSAE forums (fsae.com)
it is clear that results are mixed for both types of systems. Out of the teams that have used
such a system in the past, many are very happy with their performance and the added value
they give, while others are less satisfied with the results and have switched back to manual
systems in favor of a simpler, more reliable system. Since a reliable manual system had been
implemented for the previous two vehicles, this design was used as a benchmark when
comparing the cost vs. benefit of the proposed systems.
2.1 Pneumatic System Considerations
In order to have a better idea of what type of equipment would be necessary, some
base level calculations were performed. Either shifting system must provide the necessary 120
Newtons of force in either direction in order to actuate the shift lever of the transmission. A
pneumatic system uses a pressurized cylinder and piston in order to generate the force
necessary. The force exerted by the piston (F) can be simply approximated by the product of
the gauge pressure of the gas (P1) multiplied by the area of the cylinder (A).
P, =A (1)
Using this equation, a rough idea of possible working pressures versus cylinder sizes can be
approximated.
Necessary Working Pressure for Various Cylinder Diameters
6An - .......------- .-- -...
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Figure 7: Graph of Necessary Pneumatic Pressures
This data shows that the necessary force can be reasonably attained by using a relatively
compact actuator and at the same time, a variety of gases could potentially provide the
pressure necessary. Carbon dioxide and nitrogen were chosen for further analysis because of a
combination of their individual chemical stabilities, wide availability, and most importantly
because they can be pressurized and stored as liquids at reasonable temperature and pressure.
Both of these gasses are used as the propellant in paintball guns for these same reasons. At
ambient temperature, carbon dioxide has a liquification pressure of 6.4MPa. Compressed
nitrogen is actually a supercritical fluid (it has properties of both a liquid and a gas), so it does
not reach a point of constant density. Looking at paintball systems that run off of compressed
nitrogen, the tanks are generally designed to be pressurized to between 20-35 MPa in order to
achieve an effective balance between adequate fluid density and a safe tank pressure.
A simplified model was created in order to calculate how much gas would ideally be
needed to provide the required number of shifts. Although the process is happening very
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quickly, this calculation ignores the fact that the expansion of the fluids will result energy loss
due to the creation of entropy, but was performed just to get a rough idea of what size
pressure vessel would be necessary. This calculation begins with the first law of
thermodynamics, which states that the change in energy of a system, U, must be equivalent to
the amount of heat (Q), and work (W), energy transferred into or out of the system.
AU = Q - W (2)
For this calculation, the process is assumed to be quick enough that there is no transfer
of heat into the system, and the only work being considered is that done at the piston. This
amount of work is equivalent to the force produced by the piston, multiplied by the length of
travel. The force is divided into two components. The first is due to the pressure necessary to
overcome atmospheric pressure (Patm), and the second is due to the excess pressure needed to
shift the vehicle (P1). The sum of these pressures produces the absolute pressure of the gas,
P*.
W = (P* * A) * L (3)
Pr = P, + = (4)
According to the First Law, this amount of work must be the result of a decrease in the
fluid's energy. The internal energy of an ideal gas can be represented in terms of that fluid's
mass (M), its specific heat capacity (C) and its temperature (T1 is assumed to be ambient and T2
is the final temperature after expansion).
AU = MC(T 1 -- T) = F * L (5)
Since the mass of the fluid is still unknown, the ideal gas law can be rearranged in order
to represent the mass in terms of the expanded gas's other physical properties; its absolute
pressure (P'), volume (V), the Stephan Boltzmann constant (R) and its temperature which is
still unknown.
M *= p(6)R T
After some substitution and simplification, the mass can be represented in terms which
are slightly more transparent.
M (F+(Pam*A))*L (7)
From this equation, it is apparent that the area of the cylinder should be kept as small as
possible in order to use as little fluid as possible. As the cylinder gets smaller, however, this
forces the working pressure to go up. This is alright as long as the working pressure gets above
the maximum pressure of the actuation system. Most small pneumatic solenoids are limited to
150psi, so this was used as the maximum allowable pressure for initial sizing purposes. By this
limitation, a cylinder diameter should be no smaller than 0.5 inches. In order to allow some
flexibility in the future, a 0.75 inch cylinder was used for the initial sizing calculation.
Plugging the mass from equation 7 into the calculation for energy change in equation 5
and rearranging the variables yields an equation for the final temperature of the gas, which can
finally be solved;
T _ _R (8)
C*l(F+fPamtrrAý-
Assuming that T1 is ambient temperature (300K), the final temperature would be 262K
for COz and 248K for N2. In turn, it can be seen that 0.045 grams of CO2 or 0.030 grams for N2
are required per shift. In order to allow for 960 shifts, at least 43 grams of CO2 or 30 grams for
N2 is necessary. It must be mentioned again that this calculation does not take into account a
number of energy losses, so the actual amount of fluid necessary could foreseeably be at least
twice this value, but from an initial calculation it does seem like it would be very feasible to
have enough CO2 or N2 stored onboard the vehicle.
2.1.1 COz vs. N2
Now that the necessary mass of each fluid was roughly known, it was necessary to see
which could more easily be stored on the car and which setup would be lightest. In considering
what type of gas storage tank would be used, a paintball tank made perfect sense at least for an
initial sizing calculation. They are pre-designed to handle the appropriate amount of pressure,
and presumably have an adequate safety factor to allow for moderate abuse. Tanks designed
to hold CO2 are very common and as a result are fairly inexpensive. On the other hand, N2
tanks are also relatively common, but are generally more expensive than the CO2 tanks because
they have to be made to see much higher pressures.
Among paintball enthusiasts, high pressure air (HPA), nitrogen systems are becoming
the preferred gas for serious players. These players choose HPA systems because the gas
pressure is affected less by large temperature changes, and because the system can fire more
quickly without the risk of allowing liquid fluid into the somewhat delicate valves of the gun. In
the shifting system however these issues are less critical because the pressure is controlled by a
tunable regulator and shifts are relatively less frequent. Instead, the gas would be chosen on
the basis of which system could be lighter and smaller.
CO2 tanks made for use with paintball guns are typically specified based on the weight
of CO2 that they can hold. They are commonly available in 3.5 and 9oz sizes, weighing 11oz and
15 oz respectively. Full of CO2, the tank would weigh either 14.5 or 24 oz depending on which
size is chosen. Using the previous calculations, the 3.5oz tank might provide 2,200 shifts, while
the 9oz tank might provide 5,670 shifts.
HPA paintball tanks which are designed to store pressurized nitrogen are typically
specified by their volume and maximum allowable pressure. Typically 48 cubic inch tanks are
available in either 3,000 or 4,500 psi capacities. A 48 cubic inch tank rated to 3,000 psi will hold
about 0.18kg of Nitrogen, providing 5,900 shifts. While the number of shifts is comparable to a
9oz CO2 tank, this size tank would weight 27 oz empty. Smaller specialty tanks can also be
purchased as well, but again, the shifts/weight ratio is never as high as for CO2. HPA tanks are
also roughly 25% larger than a comparably specified CO2 tank. These two factors combined can
easily lead to the choice of CO2 for a pneumatic shifting system.
2.1.2 Preliminary Pneumatic System Weight
In order to look at a preliminary system weight, it will be necessary to more clearly
define the rough system. In addition to the C02 storage tank, the system will need to have a
regulator to bring the pressure down to a workable value (less than 150psi), a pneumatic
actuation cylinder, and a solenoid valves to control the airflow. Actuators and solenoid valves
are available from McMaster-Carr Supply Company and from first observation appeared to be
close to what would be needed. The actuator chosen was a double acting cylinder (it can
provide force forwards and backwards), had a %" bore and 2" of travel with a weight of 12oz.
Two small 3-way solenoids were also chosen which operate up to 120psi for initial sizing. These
have a weight of 6oz each. Typical paintball regulators have a weight somewhere in between 4
and 7 oz, so a 7oz regulator was used in the calculation of the overall weight of the system.
Neglecting the weight of mounts and fittings, the pneumatic system would weigh somewhere
in the range of 2.8-3.4 pounds.
(A)
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Figure 8: Schematic of the Pneumatic Shifting System
(A) - CO2 exits the bottle at 850psi
(B)- The regulator releases air at the specified pressure (0- 300psi)
(C) and (D) - The solenoids control the flow into the actuator
(E) -The pressurized gas forces the actuator forward or backwards, shifting the engine.
2.2 Electric Solenoid Driven System Considerations
The electric solenoid system is far simpler in terms of the number of components and
complexity when compared to the pneumatic system. Whereas the pneumatic system has two
solenoids, an actuator, and a tank of compressed gas, the all electric system would only have
one or two solenoids, and the appropriate linkage to the transmission. The main requirements
that must be verified for a solenoid driven system are fairly straightforward. It must be able to
generate enough force at the gear selector without drawing too much current for the car to
handle. Also, the system must be fast enough to allow for shift times under the required 0.5
seconds.
After looking at a variety of solenoid manufacturers websites, the standard solenoid
that seemed to fit the initial requirement best was Ledex's B41-255-B-1 Linear solenoid.
Figure 9: A Selection of Ledex Linear Solenoids
The B41 series solenoid functions at 190 watts, and produces a reasonable amount of
output force. It has an initial pull or push force of 155N, which decreases to 75N at 15mm of
travel, and is limited to 25mm of travel which would allow the solenoid to shift either up or
down. This, coupled with the fact that the maximum output force is necessary at either end of
travel would suggest the use of 2 solenoids. According to the website, actuation times range
between 5 and 100ms, which would be in line with the design requirements. However, at 31oz
each, the system weight is already just below 41bs. From an initial standpoint, the solenoid
driven system does appear to be possible, but the weight of the system is approaching the
upper design limit.
8. All Electric vs. Pneumatic
From the analysis conducted to this point, it is still hard to choose between the two
power assisted systems. Each can be built to weigh approximately 4 pounds or less, and if built
properly should be quite reliable. The pneumatic system is disadvantaged because it would
require regular tank refills (that would result in system failure if forgotten about), whereas the
all electric system is disadvantaged in that it would put short, but significant, drain on the car's
electrical system, which in the past has already been on the verge of providing slightly more
than enough power to all components on the car. Having more knowledge of mechanical and
fluid systems and not wanting to risk the functionality of the system on factors outside of his
control (the car's electrical system), it was decided that future design efforts would be focused
on producing a pneumatically powered shifting system. The next step would be to more fully
develop the fluid system.
9. Refining the Pneumatic System
All of the necessary components were gathered, and a test setup was created using a
9oz tank of C02. This test resulted in 1350 shifts on a non moving engine, which was only 24%
of what was predicted by the initial calculation. Inefficiency losses and small leaks in the
system could be partly to blame, but it was apparent that there were a few things within the
model that needed to be improved.
At the time the initial model was created, an actuator had not yet been specified, so the
extra volume within the actuator was never taken into account. This volume must also be
pressurized with gas. The specified cylinder has 2 inches of travel in order to allow adequate
room for both upshifts and downshifts. If the actuator is initially centered, this leaves a one
inch cavity on both sides of the piston. The air initially in the cylinder is calculated to occupy
18% of the final volume after pressurization, which leaves 82% of this volume which must be
filled with C02. This results in an extra 0.0624 g of C02 per shift, reducing the total number of
expected shifts from 5,670 to 2,380 for a 9oz tank. By the same calculation, just 924 shifts
would be ideally available from a 3.5oz tank. As a result, it was realized that the 3.5oz tank
would not meet the design specifications as the system was designed.
9.1 Improving Efficiency with an Expansion Chamber
Currently the fluid in the pneumatic system is modeled as going directly from the tank
into the actuation cylinder. In this case, there is no heat transfer between the fluid and the
environment. However, if there was sufficient time (and thermal contact with the atmosphere)
between when the gas was expanded and when it was used in the cylinder, this would allow
the fluid to be heated back up to ambient temperature. Applying equation.... it can be shown
that a 12.6% savings can be achieved if the gas is reheated to 300K before it enters the
actuator.
According to the ideal gas law, with all other factors held constant, increasing the
temperature of the fluid will lower the mass necessary. Although, since the air is heated after it
is already inside the chamber, the pressure will simply rise and the same mass of fluid will enter
the actuator. Any pressure above the prescribe value is essentially wasted energy and fluid.
However, a large enough expansion chamber, placed in between the regulator and the
actuator, would allow the low pressure gas to be warmed more gradually, without producing a
large change in pressure. If the expansion chamber is sufficiently large, only a small portion of
the low pressure gas is being exchanged and reheated after each shift. This way, the system
will provide gas to the actuator at close to the design pressure and ambient temperature.
9.1.1 Sizing the Expansion Chamber
Assuming that the expansion chamber is initially filled with gas at 300K and the
optimum operating pressure, after the first shift, 0.0939 grams of C02 will be removed from
the chamber. This fluid will then be replaced by 0.107 grams of CO02 at 262K (the temperature
drop is again due to the expansion of the fluid), resulting in an increase in the mass of fluid in
the chamber. The extra gas to be used in the cylinder will then be a percentage of this mass
change, equivalent to the ratio of the volume of the actuation cylinder to the volume of the
expansion chamber.
EAM~ • = AMekmW••rO Vc r (9)
S Vchamb er
Ideally, the expansion chamber should be as large as possible in order to smooth out
pressure and temperature fluctuations, but not so large that it adds excess weight to the car, or
that it starts to take away from the amount of fluid available to the actuator. Since the
chamber will be an additional volume of air that needs to be filled, its volume is essentially
wasted with each tank of C02 (unless the chamber is pressurized before a full C02 tank is
hooked up). Therefore the actual mass saved is the difference between the mass saved per
shift by reheating the gas multiplied by the number of shifts per C02 tank, minus the mass of
fluid that fills the expansion chamber.
Msaved = (Mcyirner(wio chamber) - myLiuder(w/chamber)) * nifL -f mhamber (10)
a = (0.107g - .0939g + AM-(amber . - ae (11)
Maximizing this equation leads to an expansion chamber volume with an ideal size of
465 cubic centimeters. With this size chamber in place, 23 grams of C02 could be saved over
per 9oz tank of C02, resulting in 211 more theoretical shifts. With this chamber in place, the
system would be 8.8% more efficient overall.
The previous model constructed for the pneumatic system (without an expansion
chamber) did not take a number of losses into consideration, and as a result, it should have
overpredicted the number of shifts possible with a given volume of fluid. This is likely part of
the reason that the test system only gave 1350 shifts rather than something closer to the 2,380
expected. With the expansion chamber in place, the expansion of the gas should more closely
resemble a reversible process in which entropy generation and other losses are small. For this
reason, the system with an expansion chamber in place will not only be a more efficient means
of providing gas to the actuator, but its model should be a more accurate prediction of how
much fluid will ultimately be necessary.
9.1.2 Design of the Expansion Chamber
Adding a 465 cubic centimeter tank, capable of holding the modest pressure necessary
for the shifting system, would add complexity and weight to the car. However, this does not
have to be the case. If the expansion chamber were integrated into a section of the frame of
the car (hollow 1" tubing), adding the chamber would carry an insignificant weight penalty, and
potentially make the overall system packaging much cleaner. In order to do this, a section of
the frame, approximately 28" long, would have to be sealed air tight.
Preliminary observations suggested that the high pressure CO2 tank would have to be
located on the right side of the vehicle in order to keep it away from the heat of the exhaust
system. If the "rear box" (shown in figurel0), or a portion of it, were used as the expansion
chamber, the gas would be able to flow from the tank on the right side of the car to the
actuator on the left side of the car with minimal tubing. Ideally the three front sections of the
box would be used with the rear portion being sealed off. Due to the fitment of the frame
tubes however, the rear section was added because it was much easier to make the system air
tight in this configuration. This created an expansion chamber which is somewhat larger than
desired, but still within the range that will add significant value to the system. A one way valve
can also be installed at the inlet to the chamber in order to allow for pre-pressurization,
eliminating the penalty caused by a larger expansion chamber.
Figure 10: Expansion Chamber Location
Before the in-frame expansion chamber can be added to the design of the system, it
must be verified that the frame can easily withstand the necessary pressure. Since the
expansion chamber is located after the regulator, it only sees as much pressure as the actuator,
which is limited to 150psi by the solenoid's relief valve. The frame members in the rear box are
constructed out of 4130 Chromoly steel with a wall thickness (t) of 0.065 inches. According to
basic mechanics principals (~vSy) = -), this tubing should be capable of withstanding as much
as 7,815 psi. This would be a safety factor of 8.68 even if the full bottle pressure were to
somehow make it into the expansion chamber.
9.2 CO2 Tank Mounting
In regards to the positioning of a compressed gas cylinder, section 3.7.4 for the Formula
SAE Rules' states that "the gas cylinder/tank must be securely mounted to the Frame, engine or
transmission" and also "the gas cylinder/tank must be insulated from any heat sources, e.g. the
exhaust system". As mentioned earlier, this suggests that the tank should be mounted to the
right side of the frame, away from the exhaust. The tank should also be oriented as vertically as
possible to ensure that gaseous, rather than liquid, C02 leaves the tank. A number of positions
were considered, but the two positions that made the most sense were the underside of the
main roll hoop bracing, and mounting it in between the rear suspension mounts. Although the
second option is less vertical, it was chosen in order keep the bottle as low as possible (reduce
the overall center of gravity) and to reduce the length of hose needed to connect the bottle to
the expansion chamber. This orientation can be seen in figure 11.
Figure 11: Integration and Mounting of High Pressure CO2Tank
A carbon fiber case was created in order to encapsulate and securely mount the C02
bottle. Carbon fiber was chosen because it offers a remarkable strength to weight ratio, and is
also considered to be a very attractive material among racing enthusiasts, as well as design
judges. Figurel2 shows the completed case and bottle mounted to the frame.
Figure 12: Tank and Regulator Mounted on the 2008 Vehichle
10. Ergonomic Considerations
Since the shifter can be controlled electronically, the controls can be placed wherever is
easiest for the driver to reach. Since it is necessary to clutch while downshifting, and it is not
possible to drive with both hands off the wheel, the buttons must either be positioned on the
steering wheel, or on the clutch lever. In the previous vehicle, the clutch was actuated along
with the shifter, which was mounted on the side of the vehicle (see figures 3 and 4). A side
mounted shifter would be possible again, but since it no longer needs to be mechanically
integrated with the clutch, there are more places where it could feasibly go. It is best for all
hand controls to be located as close to the steering wheel as possible, so a clutch that is
mounted to the side or preferably directly behind the steering wheel would be ideal.
10.1 Clutch Design
If the clutch lever were mounted behind the steering wheel in such a way that it could
rotate along with the steering wheel, then it would always be in the same position relative to
the drivers hands. If the lever is designed properly, this could potentially allow clutching as well
as shifting with both hands still on the wheel. This design however is complicated by the fact
that the rotation of the steering wheel (400 degrees of total movement) must be decoupled
with the actuation of the clutch.
Low friction clutch cables consist of a wound steel cable, which is inserted into a Teflon
lined outer sheath. The outer sheath is somewhat flexible, with a maximum bend radius of
around 10 inches, but any bends within the steathing do add friction to the system and increase
the force that the the driver must exert. Bends larger than 90 degrees are typically avoided if
possible. In the case of a steering wheel mounted clutch, at least two 90 degree bends will be
necessary since the cable must first go away from the steering wheel and driver, towards the
front of the car, and the turn fully around to get back to the engine. A small hydraulic system
was considered in order to overcome this limitation without adding too much resistance to the
system. This concept would have added a good deal of complexity and weight to a system that
seemed to warrant a simpler solution. Instead, simple pullies were used to make each of the 90
degree bends.
The design options for the clutch are further limited by the fact that the steering column
needs to be restrained relatively close to the steering wheel. Almost any configuration of
mounting options that does not decouple the rotation of the steering wheel from the cable
almost immediately would interfere with these mounts. In thinking about how to solve this
problem, a short list systems which do a similar function was brainstormed. The brake
detangling mechanism from a BMX stunt bicycle most closely resembled the clutch cable
situation. While performing some tricks, BMX bicyclers will spin the handlebars around one or
more times and continue riding. The detangler uses a thrust bearing and a lipped joint to
decouple the rotation of the handlebars from the rest of the brake system.
Figure 13: BMX Brake Detangler
Using a premade detangler and modifying it for use on the car was considered, but
there were a number of integration and mounting complications that would have arisen from
this. Instead, the mechanism was redesigned, using the detangler as inspiration. An initial
drawing of the clutch detangeler can be seen in figures 14 and 15.
Figure 15: Top View of Initial Clutch Design Figure 14: Angled View of Initial Clutch Design
The goal of the design was to keep the whole system as simple and as possible. The
design incorporated the clutch lever directly into the mechanism, thereby eliminated the need
for the first section of cable. The interface between the clutch lever and the mechanism also
eliminated the use of a thrust bearing. In order to restrain the mechanism from rotating along
with the steering wheel, two pins protrude from the back side, which line up with receptacles
welded to the steering column restrain. The detangler was made out of Hydlar Z, a Teflon
infused nylon, because it offers an excellent strength to weight ratio (twice that of standard
nylon), and will function well as a bearing surface against the steel steering shaft because of its
ability to absorb oil. Figure 16 shows the results of a finite element analysis simulation for the
detangler under full load.
Figure 16: FEA Results Showing a Factor of Safety of 1.4 for the Clutch Mechanism
The clutch lever was sized such that its end would be just in line with the edge of the
steering wheel, and the lever ratio was dictated by the necessary travel for the clutch cable,
15mm, and the maximum distance away from the steering wheel that a driver's hand can
comfortably reach, 90mm. This results in a 6:1 lever ratio, reducing the clutch force to an
acceptable 30 Newtons.
10.1.1 Preliminary Testing
Since the 2008 car was not built by the time the design was completed, the 2007 vehicle
was modified and this design, along with a preliminary pneumatic shifting system was
implemented on the car in order to test out the functionality of all parts. The system
functioned as expected and drivers gave very positive feedback about the feel of the new
clutch.
Figure 17: 2007 Vehicle with Steering Wheel Mounted Clutch
One area where the design could be improved was in the interface between the lever
and the detangler. Making the lever backlash free with the current design requires very precise
machining and assembly of the steering column. The detangler had to be remade in order to
eliminate most of the backlash. In order to fix this problem, a new interface was designed for
the next iteration. This new design has a wider space between the two lever shafts, so that
they can fully clear the detangler. A post is attached to each of the lever shafts, and it is these
posts which engage the mechanism. With this new design, the cross section of the area in
contact with the detangler is always constant.
Figure 18: CAD of Revised Hand Clutch Design
In machining the detangler for the 2008 car, the lathe tool was brought in too deep,
creating a small groove along the inner surface. This would have created a stress concentration
and potentially a place for a fatigue crack to develop. The flawed detangler was installed on the
car for an initial test but intended to be remade before the car was driven. It lasted
approximately 50 cycles of the full force clutching, before it shattered.
Figure 19: Fractured Detangler
The FEA simulation was rerun on the detangler, with an approximation of the gouge
incorporated into the model. According to these results, the broken detangler should have had
a factor of safety of 1.2 (yield stress/maximum stress) which puts it very close to the borderline
of failing or
not.
Figure 20: FEA Simulation Showing Increased Stress Concentration (Section View)
This failure brought the previous FEA results (which showed a factor of safety of 1.4)
into question. It is possible that the forces in the clutch cable are higher than expected due to
friction, or that the clutch lever is not actually engaging the detangler the same way that it is in
the simulation. In order to be sure that the part would not fail during the competition, a
redesign was necessary. Either the shape of the detangler or the material would have to
change. Changing the shape of the detangler would have required modifying or rebuilding the
clutch lever. Since the team was getting ready to go to the FSAE East competition in Virginia
the next week, and we were eager to test the car, the detangler was remade in Aluminum.
Using the same FEA analysis but switching materials yielded a factor of safety of 5.5. The new
aluminum detangler is twice as heavy as the Hydlar version (0.09 vs. 0.04 Ibs) and not quite as
smooth to operate, but until further analysis is done, it will likely stay on the car.
11. Shifter Actuation
In order to pressurize the actuation cylinder, the shifting solenoid needs to have a
closed 12v circuit. This can be done directly by buttons actuated by the driver, or indirectly
initiated by the driver and controlled by the car's microprocessor driven engine control unit
(ECU). Having a fully driver controlled system is somewhat attractive, because it is much
simpler and it allows the driver more freedom with how the shift is controlled. However, the
driver can be quite busy, and anything that can make things easier on the driver can potentially
cut down lap times and reduce chances for driver error (this phenomena is probably more
frequent than system error). Additionally, since the ECU also controls the engine, it would be
possible to tweak the engine during shifts to make the car go into gear even easier.
Just before an upshift, the driveline is heavily loaded due to the fact that the car is
accelerating. In order to free the transmission and allow a shift, the power to the engine must
be cut. Normally this is done by letting off the throttle just before a shift and reapplying it after
the transmission is in gear, and this adds a few tenths of a second to each shift. Having the ECU
cut the ignition just before a shift would give an almost instantaneous relaxation of the
driveline, and could be tuned to last for the precise amount of time desired. This would
produce the fastest upshifts possible and since one of the dynamic events is an acceleration
competition, this feature could directly lead to more points at competition. As a result, it was
decided to use the ECU to control upshifting with a synchronous ignition cut. There was no
easy way to predict the amount of time necessary for the solenoid actuation or ignition cut, so
these values were found experimentally through testing. At this stage of development, both
parameters are set to start and end at the same time. This amount of time was dialed back
until the car no longer shifted consistently. While 150ms shifts were possible, the system
operated more reliable with 200ms shifts. At 200ms, 20 out of 20 shifts were successful, as
opposed to 18 out of 20 at 150ms.
Downshifts are also controlled through the ECU, but the processor currently just relays
the driver's input signal to the shifting solenoid. A timed downshift was not chosen because
the transmission engagement on a downshift time can vary in different situations. Eventually, it
may be desirable to switch to timed downshifts, and add a second downshift button which
gives either a shorter or longer shift than the primary button.
I.1. Fifdidng Neut.ral
A major unknown variable during the design process was "how to get the vehicle into
neutral with the pneumatic system". On the CBR engine, as with most modern motorcycles,
neutral is in between first and second gear. It is accessed by clicking the shifter half a click up
from first or down from second. The pneumatic shift actuator however does not have any
means of direct position control in order to limit its travel. It was hoped that a short shift would
allow the transmission to get to neutral (using the manually controlled downshift), but without
testing, this could not be verified. If this failed and no other solution arose, first gear could be
disabled, making first gear the new neutral. This would reduce low end acceleration slightly,
and would be done as a last resort. However in the past, launches for acceleration runs were
often started in 2nd gear to avoid a gear change, so it would not have been a terrible
inconvenience if this were the case. Luckily, testing showed that it was easy enough to get into
neutral, especially with the help of a cockpit mounted neutral light. If neutral is skipped, the
driver can simply try again until it is reached, but the whole process takes less than a few
seconds. Luckily enough, the driver rarely has to shift into neutral during a timed portion of an
event. The only situation where the driver would have to find neutral relatively quickly occurs
during the 3 minute driver change during the endurance event.
12. Testing
As with any critical mechanical system, thorough testing should be performed in order
to limit the risk of future failure. If anything is going to fail, it needs to be known about as early
as possible. Testing the preliminary system on the 2007 vehicle helped to eliminate some of
these risks, such as discovering the faults with the clutch design, and insight was gained on how
to do things better in the final iteration. This still left a good deal of anxiety in the weeks
leading up to the point where the system could be tested on the 2008 vehicle.
A number of tests were performed in order to ensure the proper function of the system.
These tests included verification that;
* the solenoid valves would relieve the system pressure if it exceeded 150psi
* the system was completely air tight
* the controls actually operated the desired solenoid
* the electronics functioned as expected (correctly timed shifts)
* the system would shift the car
Once these requirements were met, the system could more confidently be tested with
the engine running. This allowed further testing to determine the optimal pressure and shift
times desired. During the first few hours of operation of the system, it was closely monitored in
order to ensure that no leaks had developed, and no other problems arose. Luckily, the shifter
has functioned as desired, without any major problems so far.
Figure 21: Steering Wheel Mounted Shift Buttons and Hand Clutch
Figure 22: Actuator Assembly on the 2008 Vehicle
13.Conclusion
The design and analysis presented in this document has allowed for the successful
integration of a lightweight powered shifting system into the 2008 MIT Formula SAE vehicle.
The final system weights just 3.6 pounds and provides complete upshifts within 200ms and
comparable downshifts. Further testing and its performance in the upcoming competition at
Michigan International Speedway will help to further quantify the system's benefits, but so far,
the system is showing great results.
This document provides a full, chronological view of the engineering decisions that had
to be made during the development of the system, in order to help future team members
understand why certain decisions were made, and more transparently show areas where
improvement might be possible. One area that should be stressed is the importance of
planning during any complicated design and fabrication project. Even the most reasonable
schedules can be delayed by a variety of factors, including difficulty with suppliers and
unexpected part failures, so anything should be expected. The best way to avoid this is with
prudent planning and early deadlines to make sure that everything will be ready it on time.
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